Solved? The reductive radiation chemistry of alanine
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Abstract

The structural changes throughout the entire reductive radiation-induced pathway of L-α-alanine are solved on an atomistic level with the aid of periodic DFT and nudged elastic band (NEB) simulations. This yields unprecedented information on the conformational changes taking place, including the protonation state of the carboxyl group in the “unstable” and “stable” alanine radicals and the internal transformation converting these two radical variants at temperatures above 220 K. The structures of all stable radicals were verified by calculating EPR properties and comparing those with experimental data. The variation of the energy throughout the full radiochemical process provides crucial insight in the reason why these structural changes and rearrangements occur.

Starting from electron capture, the excess electron quickly localizes on the carbon of a carboxyl group, which pyramidalizes and receives a proton from the amino group of a neighboring alanine molecule, forming a first stable radical species (up to 150 K). In the temperature interval 150-220 K, this radical deaminates and deprotonates at the carboxyl group, the detached amino group undergoes inversion and its methyl group sustains an internal rotation. This yields the so-called “unstable alanine radical”. Above 220 K, triggered by the attachment of an additional proton on the detached amino group, the radical then undergoes an internal rotation in the reverse direction, giving rise to the “stable alanine radical”, which is the final stage in the reductive radiation-induced decay of alanine.
Introduction

L-α-alanine, \(^{13}\)NH\(_{3}\)-CH(CH\(_3\))CO\(_2\)^{-}, is one of the most exhaustively studied molecules in the field of radiation chemistry. Being an essential amino acid, it is a simple model system to investigate the action of radiation on proteins. One of the most harmful effects of ionizing radiation is the formation of primary oxidative (one-electron loss) and reductive (one-electron gain) free radicals, which subsequently decay and transform into more stable (radical) fragments\(^1\). In alanine, these processes have been examined to great length in different phases and at various temperatures, both in experiments\(^2\)–\(^{22}\) and theoretical investigations.\(^{23–29}\) Yet, in spite of its structural simplicity, alanine’s radiation chemistry has proven elusive.

Because of the relative stability of radicals in the solid state, a host of studies have focused on this phase, employing mostly Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectroscopy. Dating back to the fifties\(^30\), a stable radical was detected using EPR in X-irradiated single crystals of alanine — dubbed “Stable Alanine Radical” (SAR). This radical is the dominant final stage in the decay of the radiation-induced radical species in alanine, but the prevailing view on its structure was recently proven to be incorrect. In our 2010 study,\(^{23}\) we show that the SAR is composed of a negatively charged, deaminated CH\(_3\)C•HCO\(_2\) radical and an associated NH\(_4\)^+ ammonium ion close by. This radical is not protonated at the carboxyl side, as is frequently considered.\(^{11–18}\) Information on the primary radiation-induced radicals, leading up to the SAR, has been obtained in EPR experiments conducted at lower temperatures,\(^2–9\) frequently also identifying other, minor radical species.\(^{17,19–22}\) In their 2004 review\(^{31}\), Sagstuen et al. assemble the wealth of available data and outline the oxidative and reductive pathways through which the observed radical species transform into one another, solving a number of issues but also leaving some unresolved.

One important unresolved issue concerns the precise formation of the SAR through the reductive pathway. As illustrated in Scheme 1, this pathway is commonly considered to entail electron capture by a pristine L-α-alanine molecule, resulting in an anionic radical species (a\(_{0a}\)) in which the unpaired electron quickly localizes at the carboxylic carbon (a\(_{1a}\)), followed by protonation (a\(_{2a}\)). The first two transient species (a\(_{0a}\) and a\(_{1a}\)) have not been observed directly in EPR experiments, but measurements have been made for the latter species (a\(_{2a}\)) up to 150 K.\(^2–7\) At higher temperatures, this radical species deaminates, generating a\(_{3a}\), which has been characterized with EPR and found to be stable up to 200-220 K.\(^5,9\) This species has often been called the “unstable alanine radical”. Above 220 K, it gradually transforms\(^32\) into the SAR (species a\(_{4a}\)) through an intramolecular rearrangement. Yet, the exact nature of this rearrangement from a structural point of view is entirely unclear, as is the reason why this rearrangement occurs.

In this work, we apply theoretical calculations — using Density Functional Theory (DFT) — to shed light on the molecular transformations and rearrangements taking place throughout the entire reductive radiation-induced pathway of alanine, starting from a\(_{0a}\) and ending at a\(_{4a}\). By comparing calculated EPR properties with experimental data, all intermediate radical species throughout the pathway are positively identified. Specific attention is paid to the treatment of the molecular environment in all simulations, as this proved to be of the utmost importance in our previous publication.\(^{23}\) In addition, we determine the variation of the potential energy, yielding unprecedented insight into the reason why this radiation-induced pathway occurs.
Computational Details

Calculations were performed in a periodic approach with the CP2K software on a crystallographic unit cell of alanine that was duplicated along the <a> and <c> directions, yielding a supercell [2ab2c] of dimensions 12.050 x 12.324 x 11.566 Å³. In this way, any interaction of a radical with its periodic images was essentially prevented. This supercell was subject to energy minimization and then a negative charge was added, arriving at the structure of radical model a0a. The subsequent radical models in the radiation-induced pathway were found by altering this starting structure in accordance with Scheme 1, followed by energy minimization. For the a4a₁ and a4a² models (see Figure 2), the supercell was rendered neutral by protonation. Whenever possible, the structure of a radical model was verified by calculating EPR properties and comparing those with experimental data.

To examine the conformational changes between consecutive minima and obtain an estimate of the associated energy profile, reaction paths were simulated with the nudged elastic band (NEB) method. In this approach, the reaction pathway between two points is represented by a series of intermediate configurations (replicas) that are connected by harmonic spring forces. Optimization of this system yields a close estimate of the minimum energy path connecting the two points. We used 16 replicas and a combined steepest descent - DIIS optimizer. The initial guess for the band was generated by linear interpolation between optimized radical structures. The IT-NEB algorithm was then applied for several cycles, followed by CI-NEB until sufficient convergence was reached. The replica with maximal energy along the NEB path was taken as an approximation to the transition state. In a recent study, a similar protocol was applied to examine radiation-induced conformational changes.

The BLYP density functional was used in all simulations. In energy minimizations and NEB runs, the Gaussian and plane waves (GPW) dual basis set method was used, employing a TZVP triple-ζ Gaussian basis set and plane waves (400 Ry density cut-off) with GTH pseudopotentials. For the calculation of EPR properties (g- and hyperfine coupling tensors), we relied on recent implementations in the CP2K code, employing the all-electron Gaussian and augmented plane wave (GAPW) method. The density cut-off for the auxiliary plane wave basis set was 200 Ry and the all-electron TZVP basis was used. This dual methodology has proven successful in various other studies.

Results and Discussion

Combining the results of all minimizations and NEB runs, a comprehensive picture emerges of the processes taking place during the radiation-induced formation of the SAR. An overview of the variation of the potential energy is given in Figure 1 and the three-dimensional structures of all reported minima are shown in Figure 2. In the supplementary information, an animation illustrates the complete process (created using VMD).

Conversion of a0a to a2a
Structure a0a corresponds to the crystal structure, but the supercell is anionic and paramagnetic, representing a small portion of the lattice where electron capture has just occurred. At this stage the spin density is distributed across the supercell, mainly on the oxygens. Upon energy minimization, the spin density quickly localizes on
atom C1 of one of the alanine molecules. At the same time, the corresponding carboxyl group pyramidalizes – either ‘up’ or ‘down’ – to accommodate the unpaired electron, as has been found in other studies.\textsuperscript{53–55} The $\text{a1a}_{\text{up}}$ and $\text{a1a}_{\text{down}}$ models indicated in Figure 1, however, do not constitute minima yet.

Consistent with Scheme 1, the carboxyl group becomes protonated before a local minimum on the potential energy surface is found. As is clear from Figure 2, three protonation routes are possible from nearby ammonium groups: one towards oxygen O1 ($a$) and two towards O2 ($b$ and $c$). All possibilities give rise to stable radicals, but with considerable variation in their final potential energy. At the ‘up’-side, protonation on O2 via route $b$ ($\text{a2a}_{\text{up}}$) yields the lowest potential energy. At the ‘down’-side, the lowest energy is achieved via route $a$, protonating oxygen O1 ($\text{a2a}_{\text{down}}$); route $b$ results in a structure that is only slightly higher in energy (~3 kJ/mol). These two ‘down’ radicals have considerably lower energies than all three radicals on the ‘up’-side, making their involvement a thousand-fold more probable (Boltzmann statistics at 150 K, the temperature up to which species $\text{a2a}$ can be observed experimentally). Similarly, protonation on the ‘down’-side via route $a$ is tenfold more likely than via route $b$. These energetic considerations concur with the observations made by Miyagawa et al.\textsuperscript{2} that protonation only occurs at one of the carboxyl oxygens.

**Spectroscopic identification of $\text{a2a}$**

Convincing assignment of this structure comes from a comparison of measured EPR data for species $\text{a2a}$ and calculated magnetic resonance properties for model $\text{a2a}_{\text{down}}$ in Table 1. Despite a few discrepancies, our calculations agree reasonably well with the measurements. Perhaps most compellingly, this structure is the only one that matches the overall pattern of isotropic hyperfine couplings and g-tensor values of the experiment. This becomes apparent from a similar comparison between theory and measurements for all other stable radicals on either ‘up’ or ‘down’ side, given in Table SI-1 of the supplementary information.

Considering that it has the lowest potential energy and that there is an agreement for the magnetic resonance properties, it is highly likely that radical model $\text{a2a}_{\text{down}}$ corresponds to radical species $\text{a2a}$ in the reductive radiation-induced pathway of alanine. Intriguingly, the ammonium proton that transfers to the carboxyl oxygen in this structure is the most distant in the undamaged crystal structure: 1.82 Å (route $a$) versus 1.70 Å (route $b$) and 1.80 Å (route $c$). This illustrates that radiation chemistry, more than often, remains elusive for physical or chemical intuition.

**Conversion of $\text{a2a}$ to $\text{a3a}$**

At temperatures above 150 K the $\text{a2a}$ radical species deaminates, generating radical $\text{a3a}$. To investigate the formation of this latter species, gradual C2-N bond elongation in structure $\text{a2a}_{\text{down}}$ was imposed, followed by regular energy minimization, from which we established three stable radical models: $\text{a3a}_{1}$, $\text{a3a}_{2}$ and $\text{a3a}_{3}$. With the aid of NEB simulations, the minimal energy paths connecting these stable radicals were further explored. Below, we describe the sequence of events in those paths. The results are also represented in Figures 1 and 2.

Radical model $\text{a2a}_{\text{down}}$ first undergoes detachment of its ammonium group and deprotonation of the carboxyl oxygen, leading to radical model $\text{a3a}_{1}$, which is about 10 kJ/mol more stable. These processes seem to happen simultaneously since NEB refinement did not find any intermediate minima. Deamination is clearly controlling the reaction: a huge barrier of about 50 kJ/mol needs to be surpassed. This explains
the relative stability of species \textbf{a2a} up to temperatures of 150 K, since sufficient thermal energy is required to make the transition. Subsequently, the detached NH\textsubscript{3} group undergoes inversion. Surpassing the associated small barrier yields a tremendous exothermic benefit: radical model \textbf{a3a\textsuperscript{2}} is almost 20 kJ/mol more stable than \textbf{a3a\textsuperscript{1}}. Finally, the methyl group of the radical is rotated away from the nearby ammonia, leaving H\textalpha{} in a position just below NH\textsubscript{3}. This internal rotation about the C1-C2 axis requires considerable energy, but \textbf{a3a\textsuperscript{3}} is again more stable than its predecessor by close to 20 kJ/mol. We also attempted to reverse the order of ammonia inversion and internal rotation to generate this last radical model, but much higher energy barriers were associated with this order of events.

The potential energy plot in Figure 1 clarifies why none of the intermediate radicals (\textbf{a3a\textsuperscript{1}} or \textbf{a3a\textsuperscript{2}}) have been detected in experiment: once the barrier between \textbf{a2a\textsuperscript{down}} and \textbf{a3a\textsuperscript{1}} is surpassed, enough potential energy is released to overcome the other, much smaller barriers and the system remains trapped at the \textbf{a3a\textsuperscript{3}} end point.

\textit{Spectroscopic identification of a3a}

A comparison between the calculated EPR properties of radical model \textbf{a3a\textsuperscript{3}} and measurements for species \textbf{a3a} at 220 K is shown in Table 2. The main spectroscopic features are one \alpha{}-type and one \beta{}-type hyperfine coupling corresponding, respectively, to the H\textalpha{} proton and the protons of the methyl group, which at 220 K rotates freely about the C2-CH\textsubscript{3} axis. Our calculations yield similar spectroscopic features for model \textbf{a3a\textsuperscript{3}}, with anisotropic hyperfine couplings matching very well with their experimental counterparts and principal directions that are mostly reproduced within 7°. In previous works,\textsuperscript{56} agreement of the principal directions has proven critical to establish the accuracy of a proposed radical model. The isotropic hyperfine coupling for the methyl proton is very good, but that for H\textalpha{} is off by 17 MHz. This is not uncommon since \alpha{}-type couplings are known to be quite susceptible to level-of-theory and temperature effects.\textsuperscript{57}

Several long-range dipolar couplings (included in Table 2) can also be assigned in our model structure. H(C)1 and H(C)2 are two methyl protons of an alanine molecule positioned right underneath C2 of the radical (see Figure SI-1 in the supplementary information). H(N)a and H(N)b are the neighboring ammonium protons located at the carboxyl side of the radical.

The extraordinary agreement between theory and experiment confirms that radical model \textbf{a3a\textsuperscript{3}} corresponds to the ‘unstable alanine radical’ (species \textbf{a3a}) observed in several EPR experiments.\textsuperscript{8,9}

\textit{Conversion of a3a to a4a}

Before the transition from the ‘unstable’ to the ‘stable’ alanine radical variant can occur, the detached amino group first needs to become protonated. We already established the presence of this proton in radical species \textbf{a4a} in a previous publication.\textsuperscript{23} In the present work, it turns out that this additional proton effectively drives the transition.

By protonating the amino group of radical model \textbf{a3a\textsuperscript{3}}, the net charge of the supercell is neutralized. After energy minimization, this yields radical model \textbf{a4a\textsuperscript{1}}, a structure that is virtually identical in conformation to model \textbf{a3a\textsuperscript{3}}, apart from the additional proton (Figure 2). When enough thermal energy is available, \textbf{a4a\textsuperscript{1}} undergoes an internal rotation to arrive at radical model \textbf{a4a\textsuperscript{2}}, which corresponds to the SAR. The internal rotation is in the reverse direction as seen in the transition between \textbf{a2a\textsuperscript{down}} and \textbf{a3a\textsuperscript{3}}: the methyl group of the radical rotates back about the C1-
C2 axis towards the nearby ammonium. The gain in potential energy by doing so is only about 5 kJ/mol, but a 45 kJ/mol barrier has to be surpassed to reach this minimum. This large barrier, taken together with the slow diffusion of an available proton to the reduced part of the crystal, is the likely explanation for the slow conversion from the ‘unstable alanine radical’ to the ‘stable alanine radical’.

The origin of the proton that attaches to the detached amino group to generate the \( \text{SAR} \) is not apparent at this moment. A likely source is a radiation-induced oxidized part of the alanine crystal, where a net positive charge is available. However, how exactly a proton is ejected at that site and how it migrates towards the reduced site is entirely unclear, and goes beyond the scope of the present work.

**Spectroscopic identification of \( \text{a}4\text{a} \)**

In Table 3, the calculated EPR properties for our \( \text{a}4\text{a}^2 \) model are compared to the wealth of available experimental data. The results of these calculations differ to some extent from those reported earlier\(^{23} \) because a different supercell approach was adopted. The \( \text{a}4\text{a} \) species also has one \( \alpha \)-type and one \( \beta \)-type coupling as main spectroscopic features, but the corresponding principal directions are different from those of \( \text{a}3\text{a} \). Our calculations reproduce the experimental eigenvector directions within 10° and also yield a good agreement for isotropic and anisotropic values.

In addition, by cooling the SAR to 77 K, Miyagawa and Itoh\(^9 \) were able to stop the methyl group from rotating and measure the hyperfine coupling tensors of the individual methyl protons (indicated \( \text{H(CH3)}1-3 \) in Table 3 and Figure 2). Their experimental data agrees well with our calculations, except maybe for \( \text{H(CH3)}1 \): Miyagawa and Itoh report a tensor with \( \alpha \)-type character whereas our calculations yield clear \( \beta \)-character, as would be expected for this proton.

Furthermore, a great number of long-range dipolar couplings have been measured for the \( \text{a}4\text{a} \) species, also taken up in Table 3. Using 2D-HYSCORE spectroscopy, Rakvin and Maltar-Strmecki\(^{11} \) have detected the \( ^{14}\text{N} \) hyperfine coupling tensor of a nitrogen in the vicinity of the \( \text{SAR} \), which they suggest to be that of the detached ammonium group. None of the calculated \( ^{14}\text{N} \) tensors in our model \( \text{a}4\text{a}^2 \) yields a satisfactory agreement with their experiment, although they are likely to be heavily influenced by basis set effects.\(^{58} \) The best agreement, mostly for the associated principal directions, is reported in Table 3. However, it puts the detected nitrogen on an alanine molecule neighboring the radical and not on the detached ammonium, as can be seen in Figure SI-2 of the supplementary information. The H(C) dipolar coupling detected by Sagstuen et al.\(^{17} \) at room temperature was attributed to a nearby methyl group. Our calculations confirm this analysis: the measurements agree very well with the calculated hyperfine tensor obtained by averaging the individual proton tensors of the methyl group located just below the \( \text{SAR} \) radical (see Figure SI-2). This is in line with the methyl group being a free rotor at room temperature. EPR measurements at much lower temperatures, then, should be able to make out the different proton contributions as free methyl rotation is inhibited.

Indeed, in the 77 K study by Kuroda and Miyagawa,\(^{10} \) two hyperfine tensors are reported that correspond with the protons of this methyl group: H(C)1 and H(C)2. Two other aliphatic proton dipolar couplings were reported in that work: H(C)3 corresponds to a proton of another methyl group below the \( \text{SAR} \), whereas H(C)4 is probably the alpha proton of still another alanine molecule nearby the radical. Two exchangeable couplings, H(N)1 and H(N)2, can be assigned to protons of the detached ammonium, pointing in the direction of the \( \text{SAR} \).
Overall, the agreement between measured and calculated dipolar couplings adds conclusive support to the validity of our radical model $a4a^2$.

Conclusions

Using a theoretical approach relying on periodic DFT and NEB calculations, we have simulated the entire reductive radiation-induced transformation pathway of L-α-alanine on an atomistic level, yielding unprecedented information on the conformational changes taking place.

The process starts with the electron capture product $a0a$ in which the excess electron is not yet localized. This (unstable) radical species quickly transforms into (unstable) species $a1a^\text{down}$, in which the radical center localizes on the carboxyl carbon, concomitant with a “downward” pyramidalization of that group. Proton transfer to the carboxyl group – via the longest hydrogen bond – from the amino group of a neighboring alanine molecule yields radical species $a2a^\text{down}$, which is stable up to 150 K. In the temperature interval 150-220 K, (1) the radical deaminates and deprotonates at the carboxyl group, (2) the detached NH$_3$ group undergoes inversion and (3) the methyl group sustains an internal rotation. This results in radical species $a3a^3$, which corresponds to what has commonly been called the “unstable alanine radical”. Above 220 K, triggered by the attachment of an additional proton on the detached NH$_3$ group, the radical undergoes an internal rotation in the reverse direction. The resulting species $a4a^2$ – commonly referred to as the “stable alanine radical” – is therefore composed of a negatively charged CH$_3$C•HCO$_2$ radical and an associated NH$_4^+$ ammonium ion, mimicking to some extent the zwitterionic nature of an undamaged alanine molecule in the crystal.

Comparison of calculated EPR spectroscopic properties with experimental data for all stable radicals $a2a^\text{down}$, $a3a^3$ and $a4a^2$ yields a very close agreement, asserting the validity of these models. In addition, the energy profile of the reaction path connecting these states explains why only these species can be observed experimentally. A large energy barrier prevents direct transformation of $a2a^\text{down}$ into $a3a^3$, requiring sufficient thermal energy. Another energy barrier controls the transformation of $a3a^3$ into $a4a^2$, but it is most likely the diffusion of an additional proton towards the radical site that needs to be facilitated by thermal energies in excess of 220 K. This proton is proposed to originate from one of the oxidatively damaged radiation-induced sites in the alanine crystal.
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## Tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Experiment: species $a2a$</th>
<th>Calculation: model $a2a_{\text{down}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$A/g_{\text{iso}}$</td>
<td>$A/g_{\text{aniso}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>251.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-51.2 -0.674 0.163 -0.721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>128.4 0.371 0.918 -0.393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>H$\alpha$</td>
<td>51.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0 0.581 0.612 -0.537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.2 0.200 0.533 0.822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>H(O1)</td>
<td>43.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.7 0.790 -0.612 -0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15.4 0.613 0.788 0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>2.0029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.0026 0.000 0.000 1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.0040 0.662 0.750 0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1
Comparison between EPR data of radical species $a2a$ (generated by irradiation and measured below 150 K) and calculated properties for radical model $a2a_{\text{down}}$. We chose to use the experimental data of Miyagawa et al.$^2$ and Sinclair et al.$^4$ as reference. Other, older, data is available, but there are considerable uncertainties in the reported principal directions. Isotropic ($A_{\text{iso}}$) and anisotropic hyperfine couplings ($A_{\text{aniso}}$) are in MHz. Principal directions are given with respect to the orthogonal crystallographic axes $<abc>$. The last column indicates the angle (in degrees) between corresponding experimental and calculated eigenvector directions.
### Table 2
Comparison between EPR data of radical species \textbf{a3a} (stable up until 220 K) and calculated properties for radical model \textbf{a3a}$. All experimental EPR data was taken from Matsuki et al.\textsuperscript{8} Isotropic (A\textsubscript{iso}) and anisotropic hyperfine couplings (A\textsubscript{aniso}) are in MHz. Principal directions are given with respect to the orthogonal crystallographic axes \textless abc\textgreater. The last column indicates the angle (in degrees) between corresponding experimental and calculated eigenvector directions. The calculated H(CH\textsubscript{3}) coupling was obtained by averaging the hyperfine tensors of the individual methyl protons.
Comparison between EPR data of radical species \textbf{a4a} and calculated properties for radical model \textbf{a4a}². Isotropic (A_{iso}) and anisotropic hyperfine couplings (A_{aniso}) are in MHz. Principal directions are given with respect to the orthogonal crystallographic axes <abc>. The last column indicates the angle (in degrees) between corresponding experimental and calculated eigenvector directions. The calculated H(CH₃) and H(C) couplings were obtained by averaging the corresponding hyperfine tensors of the individual methyl protons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Experiment: species \textbf{a4a}</th>
<th>Calculation: model \textbf{a4a}²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A_{iso}</td>
<td>A_{aniso}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Hα</td>
<td>-31.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-56.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>27.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>H(CH₃)</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>H(CH₃)1</td>
<td>-4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>H(CH₃)2</td>
<td>-3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>H(CH₃)3</td>
<td>-118.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-118.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>2.0022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.0041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.0033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.0034</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textit{Table 3}

Isotropic (A_{iso}) and anisotropic hyperfine couplings (A_{aniso}) are in MHz. Principal directions are given with respect to the orthogonal crystallographic axes <abc>. The last column indicates the angle (in degrees) between corresponding experimental and calculated eigenvector directions. The calculated H(CH₃) and H(C) couplings were obtained by averaging the corresponding hyperfine tensors of the individual methyl protons.
Schemes

Scheme 1
Schematic overview of the reductive radiation-induced formation pathway of the ‘Stable Alanine Radical’. Radical species were named in accordance with Sagstuen et al.\textsuperscript{31} New insights established from the present and previous\textsuperscript{23} works are highlighted in green; prevailing misconceptions with respect to the radical structures are indicated in red: the carboxyl group in \textbf{a3a} and \textbf{a4a} is in fact not protonated.
Figure 1
Compound minimal energy path for the radiation-induced formation pathway of the ‘Stable Alanine Radical’ as obtained from NEB\textsuperscript{36,37} simulations. Green dots indicate stable minima, red dots indicate structures with maximal potential energy that approximate the transition state. Energies are given in kJ/mol, relative to the energy of the \textit{a3\textit{a}}\textsuperscript{3} radical structure (-1010.167812 a.u.) for all models obtained in an anionic simulation cell. For the radical structures determined in a neutral, protonated supercell, \textit{a4\textit{a}}\textsuperscript{2} was used as a reference (-1010.862387 a.u.). The \textit{a1\textit{a}}\textsuperscript{up} and \textit{a1\textit{a}}\textsuperscript{down} species were not obtained from NEB runs but instead by interpolation between \textit{a0\textit{a}} and \textit{a2\textit{a}}\textsuperscript{up}, respectively \textit{a2\textit{a}}\textsuperscript{down}.
Figure 2
Three-dimensional structure of all minima encountered in the radiation-induced formation pathway of the ‘Stable Alanine Radical’. The structure of $a0a$ corresponds to the crystal structure of L-$\alpha$-alanine$^{34}$ and is given for reference. Several relevant nuclei are explicitly labeled. 3D-renders produced with the aid of VMD.$^{52}$
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